     	1
1.	Explain the use of two named enzymes in biotechnology.
(Total 8 marks)

 
2.	Outline DNA profiling (genetic fingerprinting), including one way in which it has been used.
(Total 5 marks)

 
3.	Outline two examples of the commercial application of enzymes in biotechnology.
(Total 6 marks)

 
4.	Discuss the potential benefits and possible harmful effects of genetic modification.
(Total 7 marks)

 
5.	What are the possible applications of DNA profiling?
I.	Solving paternity suits
II.	Aiding certain criminal investigations
III.	Identifying people who died last century
A.	I only
B.	I and II only
C.	II and III only
D.	I, II and III
(Total 1 mark)



6.	What happens to the unfertilized egg used in the cloning process of a differentiated cell?
A.	It becomes fertilized.
B.	Its nucleus is replaced by the nucleus of the differentiated cell.
C.	Its nucleus is fused with the nucleus of the differentiated cell.
D.	Its nucleus is exchanged with the nucleus of the sperm.
(Total 1 mark)

 
7.	A tiny amount of DNA was obtained from a crime scene and amplified. Following digestion with restriction enzymes, which laboratory technique would be used to separate the fragments of DNA?
A.	Karyotyping
B.	Genetic screening
C.	Gel electrophoresis
D.	Polymerase chain reaction
(Total 1 mark)

 
8.	What was the original goal of the Human Genome Project?
A.	To determine the function of genes
B.	To determine the nucleotide sequence of all human chromosomes
C.	To determine how genes control biological processes
D.	To understand the evolution of species
(Total 1 mark)



9.	Up to two additional marks are available for the construction of your answers.
(2)
	(a)	Draw and label a simple diagram to show how DNA is constructed from sugars, phosphates and bases.
(6)
(b)	Define the terms gene and gene mutation.
(4)
(c)	Genetic modification involves the transfer of DNA from one species to another. Discuss the potential benefits and possible harmful effects of one example of genetic modification in a named organism.
(8)
(Total 20 marks)

 
10.	What is the aim of the Human Genome Project?
A.	Identify human infectious diseases
B.	Make improvements to the human genome
C.	Allow transfer of genes from other species to humans
D.	Sequence genetic information in humans
(Total 1 mark)

 
11.	What enzymes are used in gene transfer techniques?
A.	Endonucleases and lipases
B.	Ligases and amylases
C.	Ligases and lipases
D.	Restriction enzymes and ligases
(Total 1 mark)



12.	The diagram below shows a DNA profiling of a family with five children. Segments of the DNA inherited by some members of the family are shown as two dark bands in each column. The DNA fragments are labelled A to F.
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(a)	State two properties of the fragmented pieces of DNA which allow them to be separated in gel electrophoresis.
....................................................................................................................................
....................................................................................................................................
(1)
 
(b)	Determine which DNA fragment Son 2 inherited from his mother and which from his father.
From his mother: ........................................................................................................
From his father: ..........................................................................................................
(1)
 
(c)	Identify the child that genetically most resembles one of the grandparents.
....................................................................................................................................
(1)


(d)	Apart from determining family relationships, outline one other application for DNA profiling.
....................................................................................................................................
....................................................................................................................................
(1)
(Total 4 marks)

 
13.	Which features of DNA fragments are used to separate them in the process of gel electrophoresis?
A.	Their charge and their size
B.	Their charge and base composition
C.	The sequence of their bases and their charge
D.	Their base composition and their size
(Total 1 mark)

 
14.	There are many different views on the ethics of reproductive cloning in humans. Which is a valid argument against cloning in humans?
A.	It involves the use of donor sperm which is unethical.
B.	It happens naturally when identical twins are conceived.
C.	Only females can be cloned.
D.	The life expectancy of children produced by cloning might be lower than normal.
(Total 1 mark)



15.	Up to two additional marks are available for the construction of your answers.
(2)
	(a)	Explain why enzymes are substrate specific and why their activity is affected by substrate concentration.
(8)
(b)	Outline the use of restriction enzymes (endonucleases) and DNA ligase in gene technology.
(6)
(c)	Outline the role of two enzymes found in the digestive system of humans.
(4)
(Total 20 marks)

 
16.	The mold Penicillium expansum causes serious crop loss of apples and pears during storage and packing. The graphs below show the density of P. expansum spores on normal skin, damaged skin and lenticels (small air pores allowing gaseous exchange) of apples. The experiments show the results at two humidity levels over a four day period.
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[Source: This article was published in Physiological and Molecular Plant Pathology, Volume 67, Issue 1, authors Achour Amiri, Danielle Cholodowski and Gilbert Bompeix, “Adhesion and germination of waterborne and airborne conidia of Penicillium expansum to apple and inert surfaces”, pp. 40-48, copyright Elsevier (2005).]


(a)	State the time taken for spores on the skin to reach a density of 100 spores/cm2 at high humidity.
......................................................................................................................................
(1)
 
(b)	Compare the density of spores on normal skin with spores on lenticels for apples stored at high humidity.
......................................................................................................................................
......................................................................................................................................
......................................................................................................................................
......................................................................................................................................
(2)
 
(c)	Discuss whether apples should be stored at high humidity or low humidity.
......................................................................................................................................
......................................................................................................................................
......................................................................................................................................
......................................................................................................................................
......................................................................................................................................
......................................................................................................................................
(3)
(Total 6 marks)



17.	How are plasmids used in biotechnology?
A.	For respiration in prokaryotes
B.	For photosynthesis in eukaryotes
C.	For protein synthesis in prokaryotes and eukaryotes
D.	For gene transfer
(Total 1 mark)

 
18.	(a)	Explain one use of reverse transcriptase in biotechnology.
.....................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................
(3)
 
(b)	List two commercial production processes that rely on the activity of Saccharomyces.
1. .................................................................................................................................
2. .................................................................................................................................
(2)
(Total 5 marks)

 
19.	Examples and application:
pectinase;
obtained from citrus fruits / tomatoes / apples;
used in fruit juice production;
breaks down pectin allowing cells to separate;
assisting in juice formation;
juice formed is clear;
high juice yield using enzyme;


	2nd enzyme:
name;
source;
use;
mode of action;
advantage of using enzyme;
details of enzyme use;	8 max
	Possible second example could be meat tenderising – papain from papaya fruit / bromelain from the pineapple plant, biological washing powders – amylases / proteases / lipases, glucose biosensors – glucose oxidase / peroxidase, cheese making – rennin, high fructose syrups – glucose isomerase, breadmaking – fungal amylases / fungal proteases, DNA profiling – DNA ligase, etc.
	(Plus up to [2] for quality)
[8]

 
20.	DNA profiling: [4 max]
sample of DNA / blood / saliva / semen is obtained;
reference samples of DNA are obtained;
PCR used to amplify / produce more copies of the DNA;
DNA broken into fragments by restriction enzymes;
DNA fragments are separated by gel electrophoresis;
DNA separated into a series of bands;
bands compared between different DNA samples;
if pattern of bands is the same then DNA is (almost certainly) from same source;
if some bands are similar then individuals are (almost certainly) related; 
	specific example: [1 max]
testing of paternity / forensics / classification / archeology / 
another specific example;
[5]



21.	the name of the enzyme and the substrate;
the name(s) of the product(s);
a statement as to why the application is useful commercially;
	Award [3 max] per example,
eg pectinase acts on (soluble) pectin;
produces smaller, more soluble carbohydrates;
used in fruit juice clarification / to increase yield;
	eg endonuclease DNA acts on DNA;
produces DNA fragments;
used in genetic engineering;
	eg protease acts on (insoluble) proteins;
produces amino acids;
washing powders - stain removal;
[6]
Accept any other suitable examples.

 
22.	named example of desired outcome eg herbicide resistance;
	Award [6 max] if no named example given. Award [5 max] if both
possible benefits and possible harmful effects are not addressed.
 
	Possible benefits: [4 max]
benefits include more specific (less random) breeding than with traditional methods;
faster than traditional methods;
some characteristics from other species are unlikely in the gene pool / 
selective breeding cannot produce desired phenotype;
increased productivity of food production / less land required for production;
less use of chemicals (eg pesticides);
food production possible in extreme conditions;
less expensive drug preparation;
eg pharmaceuticals in milk;
human insulin engineered so no allergic reactions;
may cure genetic diseases;
 
	Possible harmful effects: [4 max]
some gene transfers are regarded as potentially harmful to
organism (especially animals);
release of genetically engineered organisms in the environment;
can spread and compete with the naturally occurring varieties;
some of the engineered genes could also cross species barriers;
technological solution when less invasive methods may
bring similar benefits;
reduces genetic variation / biodiversity;
[7]



23.	D
[1]

 
24.	B
[1]

 
25.	C
[1]

 
26.	B
[1]

 
27.	(a)	Award [1] for each of the following clearly drawn and correctly labelled.
labelled phosphate linked to labelled sugar by a single bond;
labelled base linked to a labelled sugar by a single bond;
correctly linked base, sugar and phosphate labelled as nucleotide;
covalent bond(s) labelled between sugar and phosphate / between sugar and base;
at least two nucleotides linked by a single sugar-phosphate bond;
at least two nucleotides linked by base-base bonds;
hydrogen bonds labelled between bases;
A-T and / or G-C base pairing;
phosphate and base shown linked to correct carbon atoms on sugar;	6 max
 
(b)	gene / sequence of nucleotides that controls a (specific) characteristic / trait;
gene can be inherited;
gene mutation is change in a gene;
change of base sequence;
examples of gene mutation such as substitution;	4


(c)	name of organism that was genetically modified;
source of the DNA / gene used to modify organism;
effect of the gene / characteristic coded for by the gene;
benefit / reason for wanting the recipient to be given this characteristic;
detail about benefit;
another benefit;
detail about another benefit;
possible harmful effect;
detail of possible harmful effect;
another possible harmful effect;
detail of another possible harmful effect;
	reference to gene transfer between species being a natural process (with viral
vectors);
uncertainty about long-term effect;	8 max
eg
wheat / maize / other crop plant;
Salmonella typhimurium;
resistance to glyphosate / roundup herbicide;
allows use of herbicide on growing crop;
higher yield due to less weed competition;
weeds that are very similar to the crop plants can be controlled;
gene for glyphosate resistance might be transmitted to weeds;
uncontrollable superweeds might be produced;
foreign DNA in the crop plant might cause allergies in humans;
fewer weeds for wildlife that feed on them;
NB:	Examiners may want to check reliable resources
	to verify details of candidates answer.
 
(Plus up to [2] for quality)
[20]

 
28.	D
[1]

 
29.	D
[1]

 
30.	(a)	charge;
size (smaller move more than large);	1
Award [1] if both correct.


(b)	from mother: B;
from father: E;	1
Award [1] if both correct.
 
(c)	son 1	1
 
(d)	criminal investigations to confirm suspects / rape cases / tracking individuals in populations	1
Any other suitable examples.
NB	 “Criminal investigation” is not enough.
[4]

 
31.	A
[1]

 
32.	D
[1]

 
33.	(a)	specificity:
(active site works as a) lock and (substrate as a) key;
(enzyme has) a specific shape;
active site;
(substrate has) a specific / complementary shape;
(active site) fits substrate molecule / part of molecule / 
enzyme-substrate complex formed;
activation energy lowered;
	substrate concentration:
lower / medium concentration activity increases;
directly proportional to concentration of substrate;
random collisions more frequent;
activity levels off / plateau;
high concentration no change in activity;
as all active sites fully utilised;	8 max
Award [6 max] if only specificity or substrate concentration
aspects addressed.


(b)	restriction enzyme:
bacteria / E. coli has plasmids;
plasmids / DNA cleaved / cut by enzyme;
at specific points;
leaving sticky ends;
other species DNA cleaved / cut out by enzyme at same base sequence;
suitable example;
	ligase:
DNA added to plasmid / other DNA;
spliced to plasmid / other DNA by enzyme;
at sticky ends;
recombinant plasmids / DNA inserted into (new) host cells;
(new) host cells may be cloned;	6 max
Award [4 max] if only restriction enzyme or ligase aspects addressed.
 
(c)
Type / Specific example
Substrate
Product

eg amylase / salivary
amylase;
starch;
maltose;

egprotease / pepsin;
proteins;
polypeptides / short
peptide chains;

eglipase / pancreatic lipase;
lipid;
glycerol and fatty acids;
4 max
	Award [2 max] for all three parts correct for one enzyme and
[1 max] for correct enzyme and substrate or enzyme and product.
	(Plus up to [2] for quality)
[20]

 
34.	(a)	22–24 hours / h (units required)	1
Allow answer referring to damaged skin not reaching the required level.
 
(b)	both increase over time;
spores on normal skin rise quickly in first 15 hours, whereas spores
on lenticels do not;
after 12 hours spores on normal skin rise more slowly, whereas
spores on lenticels rise quickly;
spores in lenticels do not reach the same level as spores on normal
skin (at any time);	2 max
(c)	stored at low humidity;
overall less spores develop;
causing less damage / wastage;
little difference between high and low humidity for spores on
lenticels in both time and number;	3 max
[6]

 
35.	D
[1]

 
36.	(a)	reverse transcriptase obtained from viruses;
used to convert mRNA to cDNA;
mature mRNA will not contain introns;
bacteria cannot undertake post-transcriptional modification;
cDNA can be inserted into bacterial host;
example of use;	3 max
 
(b)	production of beer;
wine;
bread;		2 max
[5]



